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1.

Introduction

In a previous paper [5], we investigated the group algebra Q[G] over the
rational number field Q and Schur indices of a metacyclic group G. Here G is
assumed to contain a cyclic normal subgroup A of order m with a cyclic factor
group G/A of order s such that (m, s)=l. We showed that every simple
component of Q[G] is explicitly written as a cyclic algebra. Consequently, the
formulae for the Schur indices of all the irreducible representations of G were
obtained.
In this paper, we pursue the same matter for a metacyclic group which does
not necessarily satisfy the condition (m, s)—1, or more generally for a metabelian
group G with an abelian normal subgroup A such that G/A is cyclic. In the
first place, we refine the well known fact that every irreducible representation of
a metabelian group is monomial (Theorem 1). By this Theorem 1, we find all
the irreducible representations of a metabelian group G which is a semi-direct
product of an abelian normal subgroup A and a cyclic subgroup <σ>, and
satisfies a certain condition. (This condition is fulfilled if G is metacyclic.) If
an irreducible representation U of the above metabelian group G satisfies the
assumption ( \ \ ) of Theorem 2, then the enveloping algebra envQ(t/) of U is
expressed as a cyclic algebra. In Theorem 3, we give the formula for the Schur
index of the above irreducible representation U.
To some extent, our argument is applicable to a non-split extension G of an
abelian normal subgroup by a cyclic group. For simplicity, we shall discuss the
case that G is metacyclic (§5). Finally we consider several examples and
determine group algebras and Schur indices of them (§6).
Notation and Terminology As usual Z, Q, C denote respectively the ring
of rational integers, the rational number field, the complex number field. For
a set My ΦM is the cardinality of M. <ω, σ, > is the group generated by
ω, σ, •••. An irreducible representation of a finite group G always means an
absolute one. If ψ is a representation of a subgroup H of G, Λ/ΓG denotes the
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representation of G induced from Λ/Γ. If % is a character of G, Q(X) denotes
the field obtained from Q by adjunction of all values %(#), g^G. For a natural
number w, the multiplicative group of integers modulo n is denoted by ZΊnod* ny
and for r^Z, (r, w)=l, rrnod* /z always means an element of ^ZΊnod* n. If
^ is an extension field of k, then Nκ/k is the norm of K over £. If K is a Galois
extension of k, ®(K/K) is its Galois group.

2. Irreducible representations of metabelian groups
In the first place we quote from [3, p. 348] Blichfeldt's theorem.
Theorem. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(M) for some finite dimensional
vector space M over an algebraically closed field K such that char K)(\G\ 1], and
let M be an irreducible K[G}-module. Suppose that G contains an abelian normal
subgroup A not contained in the center of G. Then there exist a proper subgroup
H* of G which contains A, and an irreducible K[H*]-submodule L of M, such that
M=LG.
REMARK. It is not stated in [3] that if* can be taken so as to contain A.
The following theorem implies that, in order to give all the irreducible
representations of a metabelian group G, we may fix a maximal abelian normal
subgroup A such that G\A is abelian, and find all the subgroups H such that
and decide all the linear characters of H.
Theorem 1. Let G be a metabelian group with an abelian normal subgroup
A such that G/A is abelian. Let K be an algebraically closed field whose characteristic
does not divide [G: 1]. Then for every irreducible K-representatίon U of G, there
exists a linear character ^ of a certain subgroup H which contains A, such that

Proof. Since any subgroup or homomorphic image of a metabelian group
is metabelian, we use induction about the order of G. Since the result is clear
if G is abelian, we may assume that G is not abelian and that the theorem is true
for any metabelian group of smaller order than Φ G. Let M be any irreducible
ίΓ[G]-module. The mapping g^^g^ where gL is the linear transformation
m \—>gm of M9 is a homomorphism of G onto a metabelian subgroup GL of
GL(M), and M is an irreducible ^[GJ -module. The image AL of A is an
abelian normal subgroup of GL such that GL\AL is abelian. If g^-^gL nas a
non-trivial kernel, then [GL: 1]<[G: 1], and by the induction hypothesis, there
exist a subgroup HL of GL containing AL, and a one-dimensional ^[//^-submodule P of M such that M=PGz. If H is the subgroup of G consisting of
all h^G such that hL^HL, then HuA. It is easily seen that P is a onedimensional K[H]-module and Tkf— PG.
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We may therefore assume that g^>gL is an isomorphism of G onto GL, and
we shall identify G with GL. Let C be the center of G. If A<tC, then by
Blichfeldt's theorem, there exist a proper subgroup F of G containing A, and
G
an irreducible ^[.FJ-submodule W of M such that M= W . Since FjA and ^4
are both abelian and [F: 1]<[G: 1], the induction hypothesis implies that there
exist a subgroup H^)A and a one-dimensional J£|7ί]-submodule V of IF such that
F
G
H7= V . Then we have M= V . Now we assume ^4 cC. Since [G, G] C A
any subgroup containing C is normal in G. As G is not abelian, we can find a
subgroup E^C such that E/C is cyclic and not equal to <1>. Then E is an
abelian normal subgroup not contained in the center, and G/E is abelian.
Therefore we find a subgroup H(i^ElDA) and a orie-dimensional K[H]G
submodule V of M. such that M= F . The theorem is proved.
Now let us consider a metabelian group G which is the semi-direct product
of an abelian normal subgroup A and a cyclic subgroup <cr> of order s:
(1)

G = ,4 <<7>.

If {/>!, ••• , />„} is the set of primes dividing the order of A, then
( 2)

^ = <ωn> X - X <ωlcCl)> X - X <ωMl> X - X <ωMcCw)> ,

where the order of ωsj is p"a (l<x<w, !<./<£(/)).
assume that
(3)

In the following we

σ-lωijσ = ω^i

Let z/, y be the order of rij-modx p^J and w be the L.C.M. of
l<j<φ')). Then ^4 <σw> is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G, so that
by Theorem 1, any irreducible representation U of G is induced from a linear
character ψ of some subgroup Ht=A (σ*y, t\u. Ht is a normal subgroup of
Gand
[^,//J^Π<ωJ- 1 >.

If we set
(4)

dtij = (r'tj-l,p*t*j),

all the linear characters of Ht are given by

such that

(6)
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For simplicity, we write them as

(

i

)

V^ftfβ

~~ "^r

Ω
^11*' '^"IcCl)' * * ^ " W l * ' '(X ncζri^P

The representation of G induced from ψaβ is denoted by U»β :
(t)
7"7'
cy

(f oQ \j

Λβ

(ί

G

— Λf*«
(ψα>βΛ) .

It is readily verified that
0

\

(9)

,

ζtij = exp

i

f ί = exp

2πV-\

\0
/O1

(10)

\o

1

O/

(11)

where 1^ is the identity in the full matrix algebra Mt(C).
Proposition 1. U$ is irreducible if and only if for every
there exist i and j such that

Proof.

For any element x=ωσμ' of G where

χ-lσ*x = ωΐlσtω1 , ω x =
so that

Then by [5, Lemma 2] we have
Uaβ is irreducible
« for every

(mod
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μ^O (mod t), there exist / andy such that

Proposition 2. L*tf E/$ 0m/ f/^ , i* irreducible. Then U$ and U$β,
are inequivalent if and only if /3Φ/3' or for every μ (0<μ<£— 1) there exist i
and j such
Proof.

By [5, Lemma 3], we have

U#β and Uy^ are inequivalent
^ for every *£ΞG, (ψ$)c*>Φψίft/
« for every ^eG, ψ^ V^Φψ ^σ'), or ^(x'^-x) Φ -ψ^(ω,v) for
some ί and 7
<=» ξβt^ξ$' or for every μ, there exist / and j such that £7ίjr/'φζ7ίi.

q.e.d.

Proposition 3. Let t and t' be any divisor of uy such that t^t' . Then
U$ and Uj'β, are not equivalent.
Proof.

Since [G: Ht] = t and [G: Ht'] = t'y the assertion is obvious.

3. The structure of group algebra Q[G]
The purpose of this section is to prove
Theorem 2. Let G be the metabelian group discussed in the latter part of
§2. (The defining relations are given by §2, (l)-(3).) Let U$ (ίφl) be any
irreducible representation of G and X$ its character. Set

Assume that there exists an automorphism τ of K over Q such that

(H)

r(ξξ) = & , τ(tfΰ) = &"/"

Then the enveloping algebra of U^ over Q is isomorphic to the cyclic algebra of
center Q(X«j):

EXAMPLE I. Notation being the same as before, let G be such that
flfι= =«ιcc, ) and rii='~=rici» for all ί(l</<n), and that (plp2—pms)=l.
Then every (not one dimensional) irreducible representation of G satisfies the
assumption ( \\ ). In particular, every metacyclic group G with cyclic normal
subgroup A and cyclic factor group G/A such that ([A: 1], [G: ^4])=1 comes
under this case.
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EXAMPLE II. Let G be a hyperelementary group (at a prime p) generated
by ω, ωly --^ω/, σ with defining relations:
ωm = 1, σ~W = ωr, σ** — 1, ωpb' = 1 (!<*'</)> (m, p) = 1,
<ω, coj, •••, ω/> and <ωn •••, ω/, σ> are abelian.
Then every irreducible representation of G satisfies the assumption ( \\ ).
Theorem 2 can be proved almost in the same way as [5, Theorem 2], so that
we give the proof concisely. At first, note that the order of the automorphism
T of Kis equal to t. Indeed, since U^β is irreducible, Proposition 1 implies that
for any μ^O (mod t), there exist / and j such that τμ(f*{'j)φ£t#. On the other
hand, by (4) of §2 we have τ*(f ?ίj)=f* }r '"=?% for all / and j.
order of r is t. For simplicity, set

( 2)

U= t/iV

Hence the

and X - X$ .

Lemma 1. Le£ U \ Ht denote the restriction of U to the subgroup Ht.
the enveloping algebra envQ(U\Ht) is a (commutative] field, and in fact,
(3)

Then

mvQ(U\H)^K.

Proof. Denote by [θlt (92, •••, θt] the diagonal matrix of degree t with the
diagonal elements Θ19 Θ2J •••, θt. Then it follows from the assumption ( ί \ ) that
envQ({7 I Ht) is just the set:
(4)

envQ(U\Ht)={[θ,θr,

. ,θ''t-1] ,θtΞK}.

This proves our lemma.
As Ht is a normal subgroup of G, X(g)=0 for every g^Ht.
have

( 5)

Hence we

Q(X) = β(β+βτ+-+βτ/"1; θe=K) .

From this we see easily that the field K is cyclic extension of Q(X) of degree
t whose Galois group is generated by r. By the isomorphism of K onto
envQ(U\Ht), the subfield Q(%) is mapped onto (?(%)• 1,, so that
(6)

Meanwhile it is well known that [envQ(ί7): (?(%)•!,] is equal to the square of
the degree of U:
(7)

[envQ(t/):Q(%).lί] = ί 2 .

Therefore, envQ(U\Ht) is a maximal subfield of envQ(C7). The generating
automorphism T of envQ([7 | /i/^) over Q(%) 1,, which corresponds to r, is evidently given by
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T: [θ, θτ, -, θτt'1] ^ [ΘT, θτ2, ••-, ff] ,

( 8)
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Θ<=K .

On the other hand, it is easily verified that
U(σ)-l[θ, θ\ -.., <r'-']l7(σ) = [θ\ <r2, •-, θ] .

(9)
Hence
(10)

U(σ)

and so 1,, C/(σ), •••, [/(σ)*"1 are linearly independent over the field envQ(U\Ht).
Recall that
(11)

U(σ

Thus we see that envQ(Z7) is the cyclic algebra with the defining relation (10):
env β (C7)= lt env(U\Ht)+U(σ)

env(U\Ht)-\

— iff, ^ T)QCX) .
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
4. The Schur index
We shall calculate with the Schur index of the irreducible representation
U$ of the metabelian group G which appeared in Theorem 2. For this it
suffices to compute the orders of norm residue symbols

at all places J) of
(2)

k

where K^jk
Recall that
( 3)

represents the isomorphy type of the completion of K/k for

#} = exp

U

,

tij

,

dtij = (pΐu

,r'tj-l).

If we set

( 5)

βf = Max {δfl , 6/2 , - , δίcCί)} = bijΊ

(6 )

then it follows that

^ = 'in ,

for some

/,- ( 1 < jf < c(i)) ,
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V ' )

Viςt,CAμ

^

(8)

τ<#)\

^β

T

— ζt >

/

ex

αχ

,

,CAp

2πV — 1\

( P
V

Λ

α.
Pi1

) — CXp
I

2«V-1^
α>|

2πV — lri
.
Pi1

α

Recall that
iox
( 9)

f-β
2πV-ίβt
I? = exp

So £f is a primitive f t> p-th root of unity, where
(1°)

vfΛ=-r¥^
(Case I)

P/Γ^i^

(11)

^w

Then p is not ramified in K^/k^, so
(f?, **/*p) = 1

(Case II)

p />,- for some i (!<£<«).

(12)

Set

j> = A , »/.β = P"z , (P, *) = 1

Then for some primitive />*-th (resp. ^-th) root of unity η^ (resp. ι?2),

(13)
so that
(14)

(I?,

Consequently the order of (£?, K^/k^) is that of (ηpb, K^k^) multiplied by
that of (ηg, Ky/kp).
Let e be the ramification exponent of K^/k^ and Π be a
prime element of K%. Set ψ = JV^/^(Π), Nk/Q($) = q, and ^^(φ) = j*, j
being a power of ^>. Then by the same argument as in [5, §4] we have
); neZ> 1

< λ < £ ^ ' T ; Principal unit of

.Krai where
(15)

cp = c = ( V ?-l).

Note that c~ is the exponent of tame ramification of K^k . Since p/K#, we
may assume ηz=ηg-f9~ιvz. Then for an integer x, rfί^Nκ /k (K£) if an(3
only if cl(c,±- ) divides x. Hence the order of the norm residue symbol
/ V
% I
is e u a l to

GROUP ALGEBRAS OF METABELIAN GROUPS
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(16)

It now remains to compute the order of (ηpbί K^k\ p !/>.(*) Hereafter
for a positive integer x9 ηx denotes a primitive x-th root of unity. Set

P=2,
Then, if />Φ2 or p=2, b^2, it follows that

so that
(17)

( V > **/*„ )

Clearly N^ /&(ηpb) is equal to ^ (resp. ^4) for some v in the case
(resp./>= 2, δ>2).

As

we have, in the case/>Φ 2 or p— 2,

(18)
Lastly the case p=2, δ=l remains.
residue symbol
(19)

That is, we must compute the norm

(-1,^/fy,

The field ^ can be expressed as
(20)

K = 0exp

)

exp

l

~ = , (2, «) = 1 .

Then

(21)
and the automorphism r^&(K/Q) is of the form:
x

(22)

α

x

r = (Pl mod 2 , p2 mod w) .
x

a

x

Of course pl mod 2 and ρ 2 mod eί; are uniquely determined by (8). If
then the group Zmod x T is not cyclic. On the other hand K/k is cyclic, so
(*) The author is indebted to Professor Y. Akagawa for kind advice in the following
argument.
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that Q(τ7 2 «)n&φQ. This implies that the degree [&p: Q2] is divisible by 2.
Consequently in the case α>3, we have
(23)

(-l,Ky/kJ

= (l,KylQ2)=l.

If a= 2, Pl=l (mod 22), then k D Q(^4) Z) Q, and so [&p: Q2] is divisible by 2.
Consequently

(24)

(-1,^/^ = 1.

We come to the case a=2, pι= — 1 (mod 22). Let the order of p 2 mod x w be
2V /, (2, /)= 1. If 2 V Φ 1, then it can easily be shown that £(£ 1 2) is not ramified
in K/k, so that
(25)

(-1,^^=1.

If 2V=1, then |7£: &]=2/, and the ramification exponent of p(t>|2) in K/k is
equal to 2. Meanwhile the degree [K^- Q2] is 2/, where / is the smallest
positive integer satisfying
(26)

2^=1 (mod w).

If /is even, it follows that [& : Q2] is also even, so that
(27)

(-l, J K ¥ /A p ) = ( l , / ς p / Q ί ) = l .

If /is odd, it follows that [k : Q2] is also odd, so that
(28)

(-l,KvlkJ=(-l,

However, as — lφΛfo2c,4)/«2(Q2('?4)x), we have
(29)

Therefore, in this case, the order of (—1, K^k^) is equal to 2.
Now we shall compute explicitly the ramification exponent e and the
absolute norm Nk/Q($) for every p|^>, p=pi (l<z'<w). We have the expressions :
(30)
(31)
(32)

K - β(exp *pa

, exp -^

), (p, w) = 1 ,

®(K/Q) = (Zmod*pa)x(Zmod*
a

w),

x

r=(r mod* p , r mod w) .

Of course, a, w, and r mod x paw are uniquely determined from (7), (8). Let
(33)

tw = the order of r mod x w .
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Then it can easily be shown that
(34)

Let
(35)

/— the order of p mod wx ,

(36)

/=*[<rmod x ^>Π</>mod x «o>] .

Then it is verified without difficulty that the relative degree of p in K/k is
equal to /, so that the absolute degree of p is equal to f/f.
Hence we have

(For the above argument, see [5, §4].) Thus we have completely decided the
order of (£?, K^/k ) for every finite prime pc&.
Finally we consider infinite prime spots p^ of k. In the same way as in
[5, §4], the following results are easily obtained. If £?— — 1 and k is real,
then the local index at any £«, of the cyclic algebra (£?, Ky τ)k is equal to 2.
Otherwise, the local index at any p^ of k is equal to 1. The condition ξ$— — 1
amounts to 2β=—, and k is real if and only if 2\t and r//2= — \(mod/>?»),
ϊ

!</</z, where a{ and r{ are defined by (5) and (6).
Summarizing the results, we have
Theorem 3. Let G be the metabelian group and U$ be the irreducible
representation of G which appeared in Theorem 2. Denote by Λ^ the local index
at p of envQ(Uaβ), where $ is a place of k = Q(X^β). Then we have the
following results.
(I) If $ is a prime ideal such that p/j''pip 2 "'p n y tnen
Λp=l.
(II)

p I pi for some i (1 < /< n).

Set p=pi, vttβ=pbz, (p, #)— 1.

Then we have

except the case that J>|2, vttβ=2z, (2, #)=!, ^=Q(exp -r- , exp
(2, «;)=!, T—(—1 mod x 4, pmod x w\ the order of pmod x w is odd, and the
order of 2 mod x w is odd. For this exceptional case, we have Λ =2. In the
above,
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where twy f and f are given by (30)-(36).
(Ill) For any infinite prime spot p^ of k, we have

except the case that 2/3=—, 2 \ t, r//2 = — 1 (mod />?*'), 1< i < w, where af and r{
are defined by (5) and (6). In this case we have, for any p^, Λ —2.
Thus we have found the Schur index of the irreducible representation
U$ of G, as it is the L.C.M. of all the local indices Λ p .
5.

Non-split cyclic extension

Until now, we have assumed that G is a split extension of an abelian normal
subgroup A by a cyclic group. The methods used are applicable to non-split
extension to some extent. (' 'Non-split' ' means "not necessarily split".) Here
we shall discuss the case that G is metacyclic. It has been shown in [5, §2] that,
if G is a split extension of a cyclic normal subgroup with a cyclic factor group,
then all the irreducible representations of G are explicitly obtained and their
number is counted. Now by virtue of Theorem 1, we can definitely give all the
irreducible representations of any non-split extension G.
Proposition 4.
( 1)

Let G=ζωy σ> be a mttacyclίc group with defining relations
ω™ = 1 ,

σ'W = ωr',

s

h

σ = ω .

Then
(m, r) = 1 , m\ h(r— 1), u = order of r mod x m, u\s .

(2)

Let U be any irreducible representation of G. Then there exist a positive divisor
t of u and a linear character -i/r of the subgroup Hf=(ω, cr*> such that U=ψG.
Proposition 5.

Notation being as in Prop. 4, all the linear characters of Ht

are given by ^β\ 0<α<^— I, 0</3<— — 1, such that
2πV — la
= exp -- -- >

2πV
— I ah
2πV —
l/3
ex
ex
Ψ$ (σ ) = P - - P -- -- '

where
(4)

rf,

= («,r*-l).

The induced representation U$=(Y$)G is irreducible if and only if

(5)

a
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Proposition 6. Let U$ and Uyβ, be irreducible.
inequivalent if and only if we have

(6)

Then
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and U^β, are

s

\
-Jdat].

(c

ί

or
(7)

«i

Proposition 7. Z,^ ί, t' be distinct divisors of u. Then U$ and U^'p are
inequivalent for any a, /3, a', β'.
The proofs of Prop. 4-7 are performed in the same way as in §2, so that they
are omitted. Here we note that the matrix representation U$ is given by

o\

?r

27ΓX/-1
dt

\0

'{

/o

o P\

1

0

(9)

Pt

\0

1

0

= exp

.

Now7 we shall consider group algebras and Schur indices.
Proposition 8. Notation being the same as before, assume that u = s.
Namely, the centralizer of <ω> in G coincides with <ω> itself.
Then the enveloping
algebra of the irreducible representation U^o induced from a linear character
'Ψ'ίβV of <(ω)> is isomorphic to the cyclic algebra with center Q(%αV):

),

ζm = exp

2πV-l
m

where X^V ίs the character of U^ and r is an automorphism ofQ(ζm)/Q defined by

Proposition 9.
k=Q(X$), and set

Denote by Λ p the local index of envQ(ί7^o) at a place $ of

i

m

Then we have the following results.

m
(m, ah)
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(I)

If a finite prime p of k does not divide dΛ, then

(II) // £ 1d m , we put vΛ=p»z, (p, z)= 1, p | p.
Then we have
A ~~

except the case p=2, 6=1, 22 w ί/ze highest power of 2 dividing da,r= — \ (mod 4),
the order o/rmod x -^ if odd, and the order of 2mod x —f
exceptional case we have Δ==2.

is odd. In this

£

Zt

In the above, c ^=(e , q — 1), ^==-7? q=pflf> tr

is the order ofr mod x -^, / is the order of p mod x — ^-, /== *[</ mod x -fy>Γ!
mod x —~/> L and pa is the highest power o f p dividing dΛ.
(Ill)

For any infinite prime p^ of k, zee have

except the case αAΞΞ—(modra), 2\s and rs/2= — 1 (mod dΛ).

In this case we

have, for any p^ of k, Λ —2.
The proofs of Propositions 8, 9 are almost the same as those of Theorems
2, 3, so that they are omitted.

Here we only note that exp

—

is fixed

by the automorphism r, as follows from the fact m\h(r— 1).
REMARK 1. Going back to Prop. 5, let U$ be irreducible.
that there exists an automorphism r of Q(ζt, p"h+βdt)IQ such that

We assume

where ζt and pt are defined by (8) and (9), respectively. Then the enveloping
algebra of U#β is isomorphic to the cyclic algebra with center

p
Hence the Schur index of U$ can be computed.
REMARK 2. About the metacyclic groups satisfying the assumption in
Prop. 8, we quote the following fact from [3, §47].
Proposition 10, Notation is the same as in Prop. 4,

Assume that the
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centralizer of <(ω)> in G ts exactly <(ω)> itself. Then, every irreducible representation
of G is either one-dimensional or equivalent to one induced from a linear character
of <ω> if and only if, for each i and j, l^i^m, ί^j^s — 1 ,
(*)

rji = i(mod m) implies

ri = /(mod m) .

In particular, when s is a prime, the condition (*) is fulfilled.
6. Examples
1) The dihedral group Dm. The defining relations are
w

ω = 1,

σ'W = ω'1 ,

2

σ = 1.

We use notation of Prop. 5. The one-dimensional representations of Dm are
(/3=0, 1) if m is odd, and ψ$ («=0, 1, /3=0, 1) if m is even. Here

- (- l)β , if iff is odd,
ψ#(ω) = (-!)-,

^V) = (-lf>

if w is even.

The other (inequivalent) irreducible representations of Dm are induced from
linear characters of <ω> and given by U^ ί !<#< m ~ 1 if w is odd, and
U$o ( l<α< m ~ j if ^ is even.

In both cases, each £7$ is defined by

Γf
m

/O 1

(2)

'

« \

/

y j _ (J

The enveloping algebra of U$8 is isomorphic to the quaternion algebra:
envβ(E7X>) ^ (1, Q(C), T) , τ(fi) = £-".
Hence the Schur index of C/Jjo is equal to 1.
REMARK. In [4, §11], the Schur indices of any dihedral group whose order
is 2-power, are discussed.
2) Let G be a split extension of a cyclic normal subgroup <ω> by a cyclic
group. Assume that the centralizer of <ω> in G coincides with <ω> itself.
Then the Schur indices of the irreducible representations of G induced from
linear characters of <ω> are all equal to 1. (See Prop. 10).
3) The generalized quaternion group Qm. In this case, we have for the
generators ω, σ,
2m
ω

= I ,

σ~lωσ = ω"1 ,

σ2 = ωm .

(The integer m is not necessarily 2—power [3, p. 23])
representations of Qm are t^$ (a, /8=0, 1) such that

The one-dimensional
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2τr V7 — 1 am
The other (inequivalent) irreducible representations of Qm are induced from
linear characters of <ω> and given by [7£o (l<α</n—1) such that

= exp

o

2m

The enveloping algebra of each U%> is isomorphic to the quaternion algebra
with the center Q(X%)=Q(ζa2m+ζίZ):
env Q (U$) = ((-1) , Q(?U τ), τ(ζ«2m) = ^ .
Hence, if a is even, the Schur index of U$ is equal to 1. However, if a is odd,
the local index of envQ(C7£o) at every infinte prime spot of Q(%l2o) is equal to
2, as follows from the fact that the center Q(X«2o) is totally real. Consequently,
if a is odd, the Schur index of U^o is equal to 2.
REMARK. The Schur indices of the generalized quaternion groups of
2-power orders are discussed in [4, §11].
4) Let G be a metacyclic group with two generators ω, σ satisfying

ω52 = I ,

1.

—ω

(Note that [<ω>: 1] and [G: <ω>] are not relatively prime. This example
appears in [3, p. 340].) We can easily find all the irreducible representations
of G.
degree

number

1

12

2

3

3

16

6

4

representation
ψ^, α-0, 1, /9-0, 1 , 2 , 3

77(2)
77(2)
^ 10 > ^11
ΓT Ca)

/rCs)

^ 10 > ^ 11 >

Γ]K3)

^ 20 >

ΓT^s)

^ 21

^$P

In this table the second row, for instance, means that the number of the irreducible
representations of degree two is equal to 3 and the representations U^ and
C/i? are the representatives of the algebraically conjugate classes of the
irreducible representations. Here, the definitions of U#β and ψ^ are the
same as those of Prop. 5. We can easily show that the Schur index of every
irreducible representation of G is equal to 1.
5) Let G be a hyperelementary group (at 3), whose 3-Sylow group is
abelian of type (3, 3, 32), with defining relations

GROUP ALGEBRAS OF METABELIAN GROUPS
7

ω = 1,

2

σ\ = σ\ = σ* = 1 ,

COCΓ/= CΓjCύ ,

O~O~f

:=

<7"z (7

l
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σ~ ωσ = ω ,

(Z=l, Zj .

The inequivalent not one dimensional irreducible representations of G are
given by t/rtfl,lΛ2β(αc=l, 3, O^c^, α2, /5<2) such that

,

σ f ι->f;M3,

= exp

/ = ! , 2,

27ΓV/-Ϊ
~
,

„
W-l
f 3 — exp
~
,

If /3=0, then the Schur index of every UΛΛlΛ^(a=l9 3, 0<αj, α 2 <2) is equal to
1. However, if /3=1 or 2, the enveloping algebra of UΛΛιΛ2β is isomorphic to
the cyclic algebra with the center Q(f3, \/^7):
^ιΛ2β) ^ (f3, Q(f8, f7), T) , τ(f7)=f ?,

τ(f8) = f 8 .

From this we can conclude that for any a (a = 1, 3), c^, α2 (O^α^, α2<2),
β 03=1, 2), the Schur index of UΛΛlΛ2β is equal to 3.
6) (Brauer) We fix a positive integer s^2. Let p be a prime such that
p=l (mod s) andί ^

, sj=l.

(There exist infinitely many primes satisfying

this condition.) Let/, (/, />)=!, be an integer whose order (mod x p) is equal to
s. Determine a positive integer r from the congruences: r=l (modi), r=j
(mod />). Let G be a metacyclic group with two generators ω, σ, satisfying
ωPs — 1 ?

σ~lωσ = ωr , <τ5 = ω^ .

We consider the irreducible representation U of G defined by
Iζ

0 \

/0

1

0 ζp\

0

U(ω)
\0

1 O/

9 /—T
where f=exp—
. The enveloping algebra of U is known from Prop. 8:

By Prop. 9, it is readilv verified that the Schur index of U is equal to s.

Thus
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for each positive integer s>2, there exists an irreducible representation U whose
degree and Schur index are both equal to s.
This result was found by Brauer [2, §5]. Berman [1] has shown the same
result by giving another examples, which are also metacyclic groups.
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